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Orientation in Visual Cortex: Minireview
A Simple Mechanism Emerges
A. Das contribution is estimated to lie between 5% and 28%
(Peters and Payne, 1993; LeVay and Gilbert, 1976), whileThe Rockefeller University
New York, New York 10021-6399 intracortical excitatory and inhibitory connections pro-
vide the rest. Other models were therefore proposed
for orientation selectivity, with intracortical connections
playing a more significant role. These models startedA recent report by David Ferster and colleagues (1996)
with theassumption that the RFsof LGN neurons provid-provides striking new evidence to help settle an issue
ing input to any cortical cell form a cluster with no partic-that has been the focus of continuing debate for over
ular elongation or alignment. Thus, the cortical cell30 years, namely, how are neurons in primary visual
would get roughly equal excitation from visual stimulicortex (V1) so sharply selective for the orientation of
at all orientations with at best, a slight bias for onevisual stimuli when their afferent inputs lack such selec-
orientation. This bias would then be sharpened by intra-tivity (Figure 1)? The major question is whether the pat-
cortical interactions. These models can be divided intotern of afferent connections alone can account for the
two groups, depending on the nature of the intracorticalresponse of V1 neurons to orientation, or if it is neces-
interactions proposed: one group of models involvesary to invoke some intracortical feedback process (Fig-
mainly inhibitory mechanisms and the other mainly ex-ure 2). In theirexperiments, Ferster and colleagues show
citatory.that V1 neurons maintain their sharp orientation tuning
Inhibitory Modelseven when intracortical circuits are essentially silenced.
In this family of models, the primary agent determiningThese results validate a major tenet of the original and
the orientation axis and tuning of a cortical cell is strongmost simple model for orientation selectivity and sug-
intracortical inhibition. Each layer 4 simple cell getsgest that similarly simple processes may underlie other
strong LGN excitation at all stimulus orientations. Inhibi-cortical response features.
tion from other cortical cells at the orthogonal orienta-The original model for orientation selectivity relied
tion then selectively damps the responses of the targetpurely on the geometry of afferent inputs (Figure 2A).
neuron at inappropriate orientations (Figure 2B). Histori-This model was proposed by Hubel and Wiesel (1962),
cally, such models involving intracortical inhibition werewhen they first described orientation tuning in V1. Over
the first to be offered as alternatives to the Hubel±Wieselthe years, a substantial body of evidence has been gath-
model for orientation tuning (Creutzfeldt et al., 1974;ered in favor of this model (for review, see Ferster and
Sillito et al., 1980). They were motivated by results inKoch, 1987). For this model to work, simple cells in layer
physiology and psychophysics, suggesting that stimuli4 have to receive input from lateral geniculate nucleus
at one orientation could suppress responses to other(LGN) neurons whose receptive fields (RFs) lie in an
stimuli at the orthogonal orientation (Blakemore andoblong that both matches the RF of the cortical cell and
Tobin, 1972; Bishop et al., 1973). Moreover, Sillito etdefines the preferred orientation of the axis of the cell
al. (1980) showed that some neurons, including simple(see Figure 1 legend for a brief description of cortical
cells, lost most or all of their orientation selectivity whenlayers and afferents). It was shown that the orientation
the cortex was locally infused with a pharmacologicalaxis and tuning measured from layer 4 simple cells accu-
blocker of inhibition.rately match values calculated from the shapes of their
A number of experiments failed, however, to bear outRFs (Jones and Palmer, 1987). Simple cell RF shapes
features critical to inhibitory models. Most of these mod-were also shown to be effectively determined by their
els predicted that stimuli orthogonal to the preferredafferent input. Layer 4 simple cells were shown to re-
orientation of a cortical neuron would evoke the strong-ceive strong monosynaptic input from the LGN (Tanaka,
est inhibition. Inhibition is mediated through one of two1983). This input comes from LGN cells whose RFs both
mechanisms; the primary effect of one mechanism is tofully overlap and are aligned along the appropriate sub-
generate inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) thatfields of the RF of the cortical cell. ON-center LGN RFs
hyperpolarize the cell membrane, while the primary ef-feed into the ON subfields of the cortical cell, and OFF-
fect of the other is to increase membrane conductancecenter LGN RFs feed into OFF subfields (Reid and
locally, thus shunting excitatory inputs. Strong cross-Alonso, 1995). The alignment of afferent LGN RFs in
orientation inhibition would imply a peak in IPSPs,space closely matches theorientation axis of the cortical
shunting, or both, at the orthogonal orientation. Fersterneuron (Chapman et al., 1991).
(1986) showed that IPSPs evoked by visual stimuli wereThese results showed that LGN afferents to layer 4
actually strongest at the preferred orientation of a cell,had the geometrical alignment necessary for orientation
rather than at the orthogonal (cf. Pei et al., 1994). More-tuning. However, none of these results offered direct
over, Douglas et al. (1988) and Ferster and Jagadeeshproof that these afferents were sufficient to confer full
(1992) showed that a cross-oriented stimulus did notorientation tuning to their targets in the absence of all
increase the membrane conductance of a V1 neuronintracortical interaction. There was some evidence that
any more than did a stimulus at the preferred orientationother processes also played a role. Neurons in upper
of the neuron, even on dendritic sites distal to the cellcortical layers still showed orientation tuning when LGN
body. Finally, Nelson et al. (1994) showed that the orien-input to layer 4 had been pharmacologically silenced
(Malpeli, 1983). Moreover, LGN inputs account for a mi- tation selectivity of a neuron was not affected, even
when all inhibition was intracellularly blocked.nority of the synaptic input to layer 4 simple cells; their
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Excitatory Models
The models in this more recent group propose that the
orientation tuning of a cortical neuron is determined
primarily by intracortical excitation that amplifies and
shapes LGN input that is both weak and weakly oriented
(Figure 2C; Douglas and Martin, 1991; Somers et al.,
1995). The motivation for this idea comes from the ob-
servation that about 85% of the 5,000±10,000 synapses
on each layer 4 spiny stellate neuron are excitatory, of
which, as mentioned earlier, only a minority come from
the LGN. Given such a network of neurons linked
through mutually excitatory connections, the models
postulate that layer 4 neurons are linked in excitatory
cascades that feed back on themselves. Since neurons
are connected most extensively with their close neigh-
bors, which all start with a similar orientation bias in
afferent input, such recurrent excitatory networks would
selectively amplify and accentuate the orientation bias
in the given cortical region (Figure 2C).
Current Results
The experiments reported by Ferster et al. (1996) chal-
lenge the notion that intracortical networks of any form,
excitatory or inhibitory, are required for generating ori-
entation selectivity. They measure orientation re-
sponses of layer 4 simple cells from normal cat cortex
with intracellular patch electrodes. They then cool the
cortex to the point where cortical neurons in all layers
through layer 4 can no longer generate output spikes.Figure 1. Comparison of RFs of Lateral LGN Neurons and Simple
This effectively quenches any intracortical interactions,Cells in V1
except for a highly attenuated contribution from layer(A) RFs of LGN neurons. The RF of a visual neuron is defined as the
6, which the authors argue is too weak to be significant.stimulus pattern in visual space that best activates the neuron.
Cells in the LGN, which provide afferent input to V1, have circularly Thus, in the cooled cortex, layer 4 simple cell intracellu-
symmetric RFs with either an ON or OFF center and an opponent lar voltages almost exclusively reflect LGN input. Yet
surround. Top: an ON-center RF represented by the bull's eye; light the visually evoked synaptic potentials in these cells,
grey indicates the ON region; and black the OFF. The output from
reduced many fold by cooling, remain sharply orienta-such a neuron is represented to the right of the bull's eye as a
tion tuned in a manner displayed by the cell beforecontinuous trace of the voltage recorded with extracellular elec-
cooling. These experiments do not address the questiontrodes. This neuron shows some spontaneous activity. When a small
spot of light is positioned in the center of the RF (during the period of whether orientation is created de novo in other corti-
marked by the bar labeled center), the neuron increases its firing cal layers or simply transmitted vertically from layer 4,
rate; an identical spot anywhere in the surround (as indicated by but the results confirm one major tenet of Hubel and
the bar marked surround) suppresses the firing of the neuron; when
Wiesel's original model of orientation selectivity: simplejust the center spot is turned off, the neuron grows altogether quiet,
cells in layer 4 require only LGN input to define theirthen returns to the spontaneous rate when both spots are off. The
orientation selectivity.pattern of response is reversed in the OFF-center RF.
(B) RF of a layer 4 simple cell. The neocortex can be divided into The importance of these results extends beyond the
six layers on the basis of cell morphology and distribution. The bulk issue of understanding how visual cortex acquires orien-
of the afferent input to V1 from the A layers of a cat LGN comes tation. Orientation selectivity is not the only neuronal
into layer 4. The typical RFs of neurons in this layer are elongated
property that emerges for the first time in V1; most neu-with distinct ON (grey) and OFF (black) subregions and are optimally
rons in cat V1 are also sharply tuned for the directionstimulated by edges or bars of light or dark at a preferred orientation.
of motion of moving stimuli, whereas LGN afferents areStimulus bar 1, at the preferred orientation of the neuron, stimulates
the neuron to fire maximally when sweeping over the central ON not. Mechanisms proposed to explain directionality
subfield; bar 2, tilted 208 away from the preferred orientation, stimu- have evolved through many of the same stages that
lates the neuron less vigorously. RFs of this type were defined as models for orientation selectivity have (e.g., Suarez et
simple cells by Hubel and Wiesel. Neurons in other cortical layers
al., 1995). In their current paper, Ferster and his col-have a variety of other RF types, but all neurons encountered in a
leagues provide some evidence that the directionalityvertical penetration into V1 (in a cortical column) prefer visual stimuli
of a cortical neuron is also defined through afferentat the same orientation and spatial position. Hubel and Wiesel pro-
posed that in each cortical column, orientation is first generated in inputs alone. These results open up the possibility that
layer 4 simple cells and then transmitted intracortically to other a similar principle may apply at higher levels of cortex;
neurons. the basic features of the more complicated receptive
(C) Orientation selectivity of layer 4 simple cell compared with that fields at higher levels could also be defined by patterns
of an LGN neuron. This panel compares the peak firing rates ob-
of afferent input alone. This brings us, finally, to a verytained when bars of different orientations are swept over the RF of
interesting question to which their paper leads: whatthe neuron.
might be the role of the rather substantial intracortical
excitatory and inhibitory input to layer 4 cells, if silencing
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Figure 2. Models for Generating Orientation
Selectivity
(A) Model modified from Hubel and Wiesel
(1962). Orientation for an entire cortical col-
umn is determined by the pattern of afferent
inputs to layer 4 simple cells. Each ON sub-
field of a layer 4 simple cell gets input from
a row of ON-center LGN cells whose centers,
marked as circles with plus, fully overlap the
simple cell ON subfield. OFF subfields get
input from parallel but spatially displaced
rows of OFF-center LGN neurons. Bar 1 si-
multaneously stimulates all the LGN ON cen-
ter cells connected to the ON subfield, and
none of the OFF center cells, as it sweeps
over the ON subfield. This pattern maximally
stimulates the V1 neuron, thus defining its
preferred orientation. Bar 2 stimulates, at
best, only some of the ON center LGN cells,
as well as some of the OFF, on its sweep.
This pattern stimulates the V1 neuron sub-
maximally, with less than the full ON signal,
reduced further by some OFF input. The ge-
ometry of the overlap between stimulating
bar and the LGN RFs fully specifies the orien-
tation selectivity of the V1neuron. This is indi-
cated by the trace to the right, which shows
the excitatory LGN input to the cortical cell
as a function of bar orientation away from
the preferred orientation of the cell (08 on the
horizontal axis). The inputs induced by bars
1 and 2 are marked by 1 and 2, respectively.
(Note that in the original model, Hubel and
Wiesel proposed only a single line of afferents
feeding the cortical simple cell, with the op-
ponent surrounds of LGN cells generating the
opponent flanks of the simple cell. This model
was later modified to what is shown, since
the authors' model predicted symmetrical
subfields in simple cells, whereas most sim-
ple cells are not mirror symmetric. Moreover,
their model made it hard to explain the direc-
tionality of simple cells.)
(B) Cross-orientation inhibition. Each layer 4 simple cell gets strong excitatory afferent input from a cluster of LGN neurons. This input has,
at best, a weak orientation bias. In this figure, the LGN cells are shown creating a slight bias for vertical in a target V1 cell (indicated by the
short vertical line inside a slightly elongated oval, representing the afferent only RF). Inhibitory interneurons selectively inteconnect neurons
of mutually orthogonal orientation biases (indicated here by the inhibitory synapse from a horizontally biased simple cell on our target neuron).
The outcome of such mutual inhibition is indicated in the trace to the right. In the target V1 neuron, the strong excitation from LGN at
orientations away from vertical (08) are suppressed by equally strong inhibition that peaks at horizontal (6 908) to generate the orientation
tuned output of the V1 cell.
(C) Cortical amplification (adapted from Somers et al., 1995). LGN input to layer 4 simple cells is both weak and poorly oriented. Each simple
cell makes strong excitatory connections on, and receives strong excitatory input from neighboring simple cells, as indicated by the arrows.
These excitatory links are short range and thus interconnect other neurons of similar orientation bias (orientation is indicated by the short
line segments inside each oval RF; the relative sizes of the ovals represent the respective contributions to the feedback). This sets up a chain
of excitatory connections feeding back on the target neuron (recurrent excitation; Douglas and Martin, 1991; indicated by curved arrow feeding
back on the target neuron). Any slight bias in the LGN input is thus amplified and sharply accentuated through this excitatory cascade which
is in effect highly nonlinear. A more broadly tuned intracortical inhibition, mediated through inhibitory neurons shown in grey, acts mainly to
keep the cascade of excitation from running out of control. It does not play a major role in determining the shape of the orientation tuning.
The traces on the right schematically indicate the contributions to orientation tuning from each component of the mechanism described. Note
that here, unlike in the mechanisms represented in Figures 2A and 2B, the LGN makes only a small contribution to the final output of the V1
cell. Moreover, the sharply tuned cortical excitation arises through ªbootstrappingº in the recurrent circuit; the excitation gets accentuated
through the course of the response of the target neuron to a visual stimulus as it feeds back on to and further accentuates the orientation
tuning of the target cell.
it leaves the defining features of a cell unchanged? One asked in our attempt to understand the basic mecha-
nisms of cortical visual processing.suggestion is that these intrinsic connections correct
for the nonlinearities of layer 4 cells. This could explain
how V1 cells maintain orientation (and direction) selec-
Selected Readingtivity notably unchanged over a wide range of stimulus
intensities and contrasts (Carandini and Heeger, 1994). Bishop, P.O., Coombs, J.S., and Henry, G.H. (1973). J. Physiol. 231,
31±60.These are the sorts of questions that should now be
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